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By Andrew Cumey

DEDALUS LTD, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Dedalus edition. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Sputnik Caledonia was awarded the prestigious Northern Rock
Foundation Writer s Award and was shortlisted for The James Tait Black Prize and The Scottish
Book of the Year Award. Robbie Coyle is an imaginative kid. He wants so badly to become Scotland s
first cosmonaut that he tries to teach himself Russian and trains for space exploration in the
cupboard under the sink. But the places to which his fantasies later take him are far from the safety
of his suburban childhood. In a communist state, in a closed bleak town, the mysterious Red Star
heralds his discovery of cruelty, love, and the possibility that the most passionate of dreams may
only be a chimera. This is a surprisingly moving novel about the impersonal forces - be they
political, quantum, temporal or otherwise - that can threaten or shatter the bonds of love, and of
family life. Never has astrophysics seemed so touching and funny. Sinclair McKay in The Daily
Telegraph.
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It is great and fantastic. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this published e publication. I found out this pdf from my i and dad
encouraged this book to discover.
-- Destini Muller-- Destini Muller

A whole new eBook with a brand new point of view. It is really simplistic but surprises in the fi y percent of the publication. I am just e ortlessly can get a
delight of looking at a written ebook.
-- Ma r ia no Gleichner-- Ma r ia no Gleichner
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